### MUTCD Designation

**Object Marker Signs**
- **Type:**
  - **Sign Description:**
    - **Facing Traffic on Single Lane St or Approach:**
    - **Facing Traffic on Multi-Lane St or Approach:**
  - **Size Area:**
    - **Small:**
    - **Large:**

**Warning Signs**
- **Sign Description:**
  - **Facing Traffic on Single Lane St or Approach:**
  - **Facing Traffic on Multi-Lane St or Approach:**
  - **Sign Area:**
    - **Small:**
    - **Large:**

**Regulatory Signs**
- **Sign Description:**
  - **Facing Traffic on Single Lane St or Approach:**
  - **Facing Traffic on Multi-Lane St or Approach:**
  - **Sign Area:**
    - **Small:**
    - **Large:**

**FACING NOTES**

- Traffic signs and streetsigns shall be in accordance with the MUTCD Signs Manual. If a sign is not shown, its description shall be in accordance with the MUTCD Signs Manual. In the case of conflicts, the MUTCD Signs Manual shall prevail.

---

**Note:**
This manual is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to replace the MUTCD Signs Manual. Always refer to the MUTCD Signs Manual for the latest and most accurate guidelines.